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ABSTRACT
Untethered radio channel sounders use stable frequency standards to synchronize physi-
cally separated transmitters and receivers, allowing for practical propagation measurements
in complex environments such as cities, factories, and offices. In this paper, measurements
of the timing-uncertainty of an untethered, correlation-based channel sounder are presented.
Timing results are characterized using both deterministic predictions of timing-drift, as well
as analysis of timing-noise using the modified Allan deviation.
The 1-6 GHz, correlation-based channel sounder used in this experiment uses a pair of
rubidium clocks to provide synchronization between the transmitter and receiver. Measure-
ments of up to 7 days in length were made to determine the long-term behavior of the timing
system. We show that the use of rubidium clocks, common to many channel sounders, intro-
duces both deterministic drift as well as several forms of timing noise into channel sounding
measurements. This work extends upon existing literature by providing measurements of
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Wireless communication through electromagnetic waves has become a ubiquitous tech-
nology in both industrial settings and in our personal lives. A proliferation of users, devices,
and access points has brought an increasing demand for bandwidth, reliability, and device co-
operation. To design devices and networks which provide this capacity, engineering decisions
are made using information from wireless channel sounding experiments.
A wireless channel may be considered as everything between a transmitter and receiver.
This may include antennas, media such as air or walls, objects which reflect or scatter
electromagnetic waves, and measurement equipment such as amplifiers. The process of
channel sounding involves applying a known signal to the input of a channel, and observing
the resulting signal at the output. Differences between the input and output signal are
distortions, and are the basis for channel sounding measurements.
A variety of distortions may occur on a signal, both as a result of the channel and the
measurement hardware. The simplest of these is a reduction in amplitude, as may occur
through an attenuator, which presents in the frequency domain as a consistent reduction
in signal power at all measured frequencies. Devices such as antennas may have scattering
parameters which vary as a function of frequency, producing more complex effects, such as
frequency-dependent attenuation. In the time domain, many devices may affect the phase
of the signal, and reflecting objects may produce multipath effects, where multiple copies
of the signal arrive at the receiver at staggered times. In post-processing, these and other
distortions are characterized and quantified into channel metrics.
One example of a channel metric is the path loss. This is a measure of “attenuation due to
propagation effects”[1]. Such a quantity is important for determining link budget and choice
of modulation scheme. Another measurement, the power delay profile (PDP), allows the
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time delay between signal transmission and reception to be determined, and the multipath
effects of scattering objects to be estimated. These and many other channel metrics may be
determined through post-processing of channel sounding data.
In an ideal measurement, the only source of change between the ideal input signal and the
resulting output signal would be channel effects. However, all the measurement equipment
involved— timing equipment, cables, amplifiers, transmitters, and receivers— have hardware
which are not ideal. This results in inaccuracies of the resulting metrics: attenuation and
reflection of signal by components such as cables and adapters may lead to overestimation
of path loss. Errors in timing may lead to incorrect time information in PDPs [1], and errors
in the estimation of Doppler spectra [2].
Synchronization of time and frequency between a channel sounder transmitter and re-
ceiver may be accomplished in a variety of ways [3]. For small-scale measurements, the
transmitter and receiver may occupy the same chassis, and share a local oscillator, obviating
the need to synchronize two discrete devices. In measurements over larger distances, the
transmitter and receiver may be connected by a coaxial or fiber-optic cable. For cases where
a physical cable connection would be impractical, an “untethered” configuration is used,
where two very stable clocks (often rubidium clocks) are synchronized, and used to drive the
timing of a transmitter and receiver which physically separate .
The goal of this work is to quantify timing errors of an untethered channel sounder. In
an untethered channel sounder, timing is influenced by the use of clocks, which synchro-
nize timing between the transmitter and receiver. Additionally, timing may be affected by
the clock distribution networks within the channel sounder. Both sources of error will be
considered.
1.1 Channel sounder timing
There are two requirements for system timing in the channel sounder. First, the car-
rier frequencies of the transmitter and receiver must match to properly receive transmitted
signals. Second, the relative time between the transmission of the PN sequence and its recep-
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tion at the receiver must be known. This first requirement, that the two pieces of equipment
operate on the same frequency, is known as syntonization. The second requirement, that
transmission and reception be contemporaneous, is called synchronization[4].
Syntonization and synchronization are distinct processes but are carried out in this chan-
nel sounder using common hardware and software elements, shown in Figure 1.1. A pair
of rubidium clocks provide a common timing source for both the transmitter and receiver.
These standards provide a sine wave output at 10 MHz, and a “PPS” pulsed output com-
prising 10µs 5V pulses once per second. These rubidium standards have characteristics of
long-term frequency and phase stability which makes them ideal for this purpose.
The timing hardware configuration on the transmitter and receiver is identical. On each
unit, the associated rubidium clock is attached to the unit’s PXIe backplane by means of a
10 MHz signal. The backplane has its own oscillator which is disciplined to the incoming 10
MHz source, and which distributes timing signals to all attached modules. Additionally, a
10 MHz reference signal is connected directly from the rubidium clock to the 5646R vector
signal transceiver. This connection provides a frequency standard for the transceiver’s local
oscillator, as well as a for the sampling rate in the transceiver’s ADCs. Collectively, these
two 10 MHz connections accomplish syntonization for the channel sounder units.
During channel sounder operation, the transmitter and receiver are connected their re-
spective rubidium clocks. Signals from the rubidium clocks are received at the PXIe back-
plane and at the 6683H module [5], allowing the oven controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO) in
the 6674T [6] module to be disciplined to the rubidium clock. The 6674T module generates
a train of trigger pulses which are sent via coaxial cable to the 5646R transceiver module. In
the transmitter, PN sequence transmission is initiated by these trigger pulses, while in the
receiver, these trigger pulses initiate reception and digitization of incoming signals. A final
connection is made directly from the rubidium clock 10 MHz output to the 5646R reference-
input port, allowing for the VST’s carrier frequency and modulation rate to be controlled
by the rubidium clock’s frequency. Thus, the operations of transmission and reception are
3
Figure 1.1: Functional block diagram of the correlation-based channel sounder.
Figure 1.2: Example of BNC cables used for synchronizing the rubidium frequency standards
using a PPS (Pulse Per Second) signal.
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synchronized, and time-domain channel characteristics may be measured.
The three connections described between each rubidium clock and its respective channel
sounder unit provide synchronization and syntonization within the transmit and receive
units separately. To provide accurate measurements, timing must be consistent between the
transmitter and receiver. This is accomplished by connecting the two rubidium standards
together using their “PPS OUT” and “PPS IN” ports over a period of time (a minimum
of 72 hours is used as a benchmark) using a coaxial cable as shown in Figure 1.2. The
rubidium clock receiving the PPS signal will discipline its internal clock to this signal, at
which point the clocks may be disconnected. At this time, the two clocks provide an accurate
time reference for the transmitter and receiver.
Figure 1.3: Three timing configurations under test: tethered, untethered, and single-clock.
For the purpose of testing the timing uncertainty of a channel sounder setup, three timing
configurations are compared, as shown in Figure 1.3. The first, termed as “untethered,” re-
sembles the setup used for channel sounding operations, where the PPS synchronization cable
is not connected between the two clocks. The second configuration, “tethered” describes the
configuration where two clocks are connected by their PPS synchronization cable. Finally,
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the “single clock” configuration connects all transmit and receive equipment to the PPS and
10 MHz outputs of only one rubidium clock. This serves as a benchmark comparison for the
other setups.
1.2 Previous research in channel sounding and timing uncertainty
Early efforts in channel sounding were enabled by Claude Shannon’s landmark publi-
cation, A Mathematical Theory of Communication [7], which defined the “channel” in the
context of a communications system. From this mathematical abstraction of the communi-
cations channel, came a suite of tools to inform decisions regarding how to optimally encode
information for transmission within a given channel. What this model lacked, however, was
an empirical description of the wireless channel.
Early efforts in wireless channel measurement focused primarily on the strength of the
received signal [8]. However, the effects of multipath “echoes” were also an object of interest
[9]. A major shift in this early work, was the adaptation of correlative techniques, originally
developed for the characterization of nuclear reactors [10], to the measurement of commu-
nication channels [11]. The correlative approach resolved many of the shortcomings [12] of
the continuous wave and pulsed methods used in previous experiments.
As channel sounding became a distinct field of study, attempts were made to mathe-
matically describe the technique, and quantify the accuracy of the results. Largely, these
studies [13] [14] have focused on systematic uncertainties resulting from assumptions made
during the processing of channel sounding data. There is a dearth of research regarding
measurement uncertainties introduced by channel sounder hardware.
Rubidium clocks are in wide use for the synchronization of untethered channel sounders
[3]. In some of these studies, rubidium clocks are used without mention of their noise or drift
[15][16]. In other studies, timing error is assumed to result predominately from first-order
drift effects [3][17][18]. This work aims to extend these studies by determining second-order
contributions to timing drift and the influence of timing noise.
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1.3 Program goals and overview
The equations developed in the previous section operate on an underlying assumption
that the value of t is consistent between the transmitter and receiver, and that it remains
consistent between back-to-back and measurement runs. In order to maintain an accu-
rate timebase, devices such as rubidium clocks are used to enforce synchronization between
transmit and receive hardware. The goal of this work is to characterize timing uncertainties
introduced by rubidium clocks and time distribution hardware in a correlation based channel
sounder, and use this characterization as a metric to perform system improvements.
With regards to timing uncertainty, a volume of research exists on the characterization
and optimization of oscillators. However, few of these results have been applied to channel
sounding specifically. Designers of channel sounders have sought accurate clocks and timing
distribution networks, but there is not yet a uniform method to quantify the impacts of
these design decisions. Therefore, a goal of this research is to adapt existing research into
the accuracy of time and frequency sources for use in channel sounding measurements.
In Chapter 2, a correlation-based channel sounder designed for operation from 1-6 GHz
will be described. This channel sounder has been used for previous field measurements
[19], and provides a model system for quantification of uncertainty. In Chapter 3, metrics
for timing uncertainty will be defined, and experimental results from the correlation-based





The timing error and uncertainty measurements described in this document were per-
formed using a correlation-based channel sounder. The hardware and software components
of this channel sounder collectively perform the tasks of transmitting and receiving radio
signals via coaxial ports, recording received data to hard disk, and coordinating timing be-
tween transmit and receive equipment. The equipment used is shown below in Figure 2.1:
on the top shelf is the receiver unit, in the center are two rubidium clocks, and on the bot-
tom is the transmitter unit. Both the transmitter and receiver units are PXIe “card-cage”
chasses containing a computer (leftmost module), a digital transceiver (rightmost module),
and two timing modules. Coaxial cables carry timing signals from the rubidium clocks to
their respective channel sounder unit, and between modules of each card-cage.
The functional layout of the channel sounder equipment is depicted in Figure 1.1. Both
the transmit and receive units comprise PXIe instrument chasses (shown in light blue), which
contain an embedded computer, as well as three modules (shown as dark blue). Two of these
modules, the PXIe-6674T and the PXIe-6683H, perform timing functions. The third module,
the PXIe-5646R, is a vector signal transceiver (VST), which may be configured to transmit
or receive radio signals.
Outside of the PXIe chassis, are two Stanford Research Systems rubidium reference clocks
[20], shown in green. These clocks provide outputs of 10 MHz sine waves and a “PPS”
output comprising a single short pulse (10µs) every one second. Each chassis is fed with a
10 MHz signal, which accomplishes the function of syntonization, while synchronization is
accomplished by means of the PPS signal fed into the 6683H modules. Additionally, the
VST modules are fed a 10 MHz reference signals from the rubidium clocks, which provides
a frequency reference for the generation of a carrier signal.
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Figure 2.1: The correlation-based channel sounder transmitter and receiver installed in their
equipment rack. Transmit equipment is on the bottom shelf, the receiver is on the top shelf.
The two black units on the middle shelf are rubidium clocks. For clarity, power and computer
cabling are not shown.
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2.1 RF Equipment
The transmission and reception of signals is accomplished using a PXIe-5646R vector
signal transceiver. This module comprises an FPGA processor, which controls a local oscil-
lator, and drives separate transmit and receive chains via digital-to-analog converters and
analog-to-digital converters [21]. Digitized signals are communicated to and from the VST
module via a PXIe backplane and an attached computer.
The 5646R receiver uses a “zero-IF” direct downconversion receiver architecture. An
RF signal applied to the “RF IN” port on the front panel of the VST will pass through
a variable attenuator controlled by the FPGA, and through a band-pass filter (there are 7
filters available, the filter used is selected by the FPGA by means of an analog multiplexer).
The signal is then split and passed through two mixers, which combine the signal with a
local-oscillator (LO) frequency, and a 90◦ phase shifted LO signal. These signals are passed
through separate low-pass filters, and input into analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), which
provide digital information about the RF signal to the FPGA [22].
The 5646R transmitter contains many similar stages to the receiver [22]. In the trans-
mitter signals are synthesized by digital to analog (DAC) converters, and filtered through
low-pass filters before being applied to mixers. Separate 90◦ phase shifted modulated signals
are applied to a summing circuit, producing a complete waveform. The composite signal is
passed through one of seven separate band-pass filters, selected automatically depending on
the carrier frequency, before being amplified and sent to the “RF OUT” port of the VST.
2.2 Software
Data were collected using LabView Visual-Interface software. The programs which exe-
cute on the PXIe embedded computer perform the functions of configuring the RF hardware,
collecting data, and recording it to hard-disk. Initially, a software developed for a NIST chan-
nel sounding project [23] was utilized to collect data. To provide a more configurable data
collection, we developed a new program for this project, which is described in Section 2.2.2.
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2.2.1 Initial measurements: channel sounding software
Initially, the same software used for channel sounding measurements was used to drive the
receiver to collect data for these experiments. In the context of channel sounding, a carrier
frequency modulated by a pseudorandom data sequence using binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) is transmitted into a channel. At the receiver, the input signal is demodulated
using the same carrier frequency, and IQ data are recorded to disk for post-processing. The
impetus for these studies was the discovery that the phase angles for received BPSK signals
were shown to “drift” around the IQ plot.
To specifically study system timing, a simpler transmitted signal was used. Instead of
the pseudorandom BPSK waveform, a sine wave was generated by the transmitter. To make
use of the same software as was used for channel sounding, a bit sequence of all 0s was input
into the transmitter. When the carrier frequency was modulated by this all-0 bit sequence,
a sinusoidal output signal was the result. This output signal was verified by measurement
with a real-time oscilloscope.
At the receiver, LabView software for channel sounding was again used. This software is
designed to collect short intervals of IQ data points, typically around 500000 data points at a
200 MHz sampling rate (approximately 250 µS of IQ points), followed by a pause of around
500 ms to allow for writing the data to disk. This is appropriate for channel sounding, but
not ideal for timing measurements, where a continuous stream of timing data would be ideal.
Nonetheless, this method allowed for taking timing-offset data at intervals on the order of
one second.
In actual measurements, groups of 8188 points were collected at intervals of 163.76 ms,
and 1.6376 seconds. Files of 500 groups were recorded, corresponding to the maximum
allowed by the software. Within saved files, timing between recorded groups was consistent,
but an unpredictable time was required to save a file, and begin recording data to the next.
Thus, calculations of timing offset could only be performed on individual files, but the results
from multiple files could be treated statistically.
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To analyze the saved data, files were imported and IQ information extracted into a
Matlab software. In Matlab, individual IQ points were stored as complex numbers, and for
individual points, the phase angle was extracted using Matlab’s “angle()” function, which
outputs the phase angle of a complex number in units of radians, ranging from −π to π.
To account for the possibility of discontinuities in the data resulting from points near the
border of −π and π, Matlab’s “unwrap()” command was applied to the calculated angles,
creating a continuous curve of phase angle error.
The software utilized collects data in groups of 8188 points, on the order of 160 µs,
separated by fixed time intervals of 163.76 ms or 1.6376 s. It is difficult to perform analyses
of these non-contiguous data, so phase angles were averaged within the groups of 8188 points,
to reduce the data to single phase angles spaced by 163.76 ms or 1.6376 s. Finally, these
phase angles were converted to timing offset as shown in Equation 3.1. Given a known carrier
frequency fc and phase offset θi, a resulting time offset ∆Ti may be computed, as shown in
Equation 3.2. From the timing offset values, two routes of analysis were possible. Data can
be fit to the quadratic Timing Error Equation or analyzed using the Modified Time Allan
Variance. Both sets of results are reported in Section 3.4.
2.2.2 Faster measurements: dedicated receive software
While the channel-sounder receive software was adequate for measuring long-term trends
in system timing, it was not possible to take continuous measurements in intervals much
smaller than one second. This led to a gap in data collection: data at a high sample rate (up
to 200 MHz) could be collected, but only in bursts of finite length, before the samples stored
in memory must be saved to disk. Meanwhile, the performance of the computer and software
limited the minimum interval between these bursts. To perform continuous measurements
at high sample rates, a new software was required.
The LabView code developed for this purpose is described in Appendix B, Figure B.1. In
this program, the 5646R is enabled and configured to function as a receiver at the specified
carrier frequency. Once configured, the receiver is set to stream data to a .TDMS file: a
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binary file format for the storage of time-domain data. Any number of data points may be
written to these files, limited by the capacity of the system, and multiple files may be written
sequentially.
2.3 Summary
The correlation-based channel sounder is representative of a common untethered channel
sounder architecture: a pair of stable oscillators synchronize the operation of a digital trans-
mitter and receiver. The transmitter is programmed to produce a series of PN sequences,
which are modulated onto a carrier frequency, and transmitted into the channel. Signals




Channel sounders are used to measure both time- and frequency-domain information
about the radio channel. Time-domain quantities such as path-delay require the delay be-
tween signal transmission and reception to be known during data processing. Timing is also
important for frequency-domain measurements, which operate on the assumption that the
transmitter and receiver are operating on the same carrier frequency. For these reasons, it
is important that the transmitter and receiver share a common time standard.
3.1 Impact of timing on IQ signals and channel sounding
Radio signals may be expressed using sum of basis functions [24]. Because radio signals
are modulated onto sinusoidal carrier frequencies, the most common choice for a basis set is
that of cosine and sine functions, which are orthogonal and periodic. Thus, a signal of carrier
frequency fc may be projected onto the basis functions cos (2πfct) and sin (2πfct), and the
resulting values of these projections is described as the in-phase and quadrature components
of the signal, or I and Q respectively [1].
The I and Q signal components are often plotted on a Cartesian plane, with I along the x
axis, and Q along y. This format provides a convenient representation of complex modulation
formats. In the time domain, shifts in phase are represented by rotations around the cartesian
plane. For example, a signal consisting entirely of a cosine wave, after undergoing some
phase shift, will appear less and less like a cosine wave, and more like a sine wave. This
transformation appears as a circular drift on the IQ plane.
As an example, the IQ representation of a 1 Hz cosine wave is plotted in Figure 3.1 as
a red star. At the same time, another signal of 1 Hz is produced, but with a 0.001 Hz
offset in its carrier frequency, represented by blue circles. This frequency offset causes the
IQ representation to rotate clockwise around the IQ plot over time. Our correlation-based
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channel sounder reports data in the form of I and Q values for each sample of incoming RF.
In order to quantify system timing, these I and Q values are converted to time offsets by the
following method.














Frequency Offset: Effect on IQ
0.001 Hz Frequency Offset
No Drift (1 Hz Carrier Frequency)
Figure 3.1: Effect of frequency offset on IQ.
Offsets in timing will be denoted by ∆T . From IQ plots, such as the example in Figure 3.1,





where θi is the angle in radians of a point on the IQ plot at the i
th timestep, and fc is the
carrier frequency. As carrier frequency increases, the system will become more sensitive to
smaller shifts in timing. Because ∆T and θ are inversely proportional, a given value of ∆T
will appear as a larger shift in θ as frequency frequency increases.
a given shift in θ will indicate a smaller and smaller time shift, or put differently, a system
operating at a higher frequency will be more sensitive to smaller shifts in timing.
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3.2 Timing metrics and clock sources
When a time-standard is used to calibrate an instrument or measurement, the process
is commonly referred to as “synchronization.” However, this term encompasses two very
different processes, either or both of which may occur when referencing a time standard.
The word “synchronization” comes from the Greek root “sýnchronos” meaning “at the
same time.” For example, musicians in an orchestra, which must begin playing in the same
instant, are synchronized. In the context of time-domain measurements, synchronization
between the transmitter and receiver allows equipment to accurately measure the time it
takes for a signal to travel from a transmitter to a receiver.
In contrast to synchronization, syntonization is the process of setting two devices to the
same frequency. This word comes from the Greek “tónos,” from which we derive our word
“tone.” For example, two musicians who are synchronized but not syntonized, will begin
playing on the correct beat, but will be out of tune with one another. Two clocks which are
synchronized but not syntonized will drift relative to one another.










e Synchronized and Syntonized

































e Neither Synchronized nor Syntonized
Figure 3.2: Example of synchronized and syntonized signals, applied to 5 Hz cosine waves.
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These properties are depicted in Figure 3.2 in the form of plots of cosine waves. In the
first plot, two cosine waves are overlaid onto each other: they are of the same frequency and
phase, and overlap at all points. In the next plot, labeled “Only Syntonized,” the two waves
have the same frequency, but are shifted in phase by a constant amount, representing an error
in synchronization. In the third plot, “Only Synchronized,” the two waves are synchronized
to begin at a time of zero, but they begin to drift apart due to a lack of syntonization.
Finally, in the fourth plot, the waves are neither synchronized nor syntonized: they are of
a different frequency and have no phase relationship. To attain accurate channel sounding
measurements, the transmitter and receiver must be both synchronized and syntonized.
3.2.1 Time error quantification
It is helpful to have a model by which the accuracy of an oscillator may be quantified.
As shown previously, it is possible that a pair of oscillators may be initially aligned, but
drift over time. It is also possible that they share the same frequency, but an initial error
in alignment was made. A mathematical model of an oscillator or clock must be able to
quantify these possibilities, as well as two other behaviors: clock aging, and timing noise.
A basic equation for expressing the timing accuracy of an oscillator may be written as
[25]
∆T (ti) = x0 + y0ti +
Dt2i
2
+ ǫ (ti) . (3.2)
here, ∆T (ti) represents the error of an oscillator at a given time ti. The first constant, x0, is
the error in synchronization of the oscillator against a standard. This appears as a constant
phase offset between the oscillator and the standard, and may result from phase shifts
introduced by hardware used in the calibration. For example, if the oscillator and standard
are connected by a 5m coaxial cable, with velocity factor of 0.6, to perform synchronization,
a 27.87ns delay will be introduced by the cable. If no other delays are introduced, and that
the delay from the cable is not corrected, a value of x0 = 27.87× 10−9s will result.
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For example, an oscillator set to a frequency of 1.001 Hz, will accumulate a drift of one





The third coefficient, D, is a measure of physical processes which degrade the quality
of the oscillator over time, known as aging. Aging typically becomes a dominant form of
error in very long time scales: periods of a year or more. It is included here to produce an
accurate mathematical clock of the long-term characteristics of a clock.
The time error equation coefficient values are estimated from vectors of ∆Ti values and
ti timepoints. For such an estimate, we attempt to construct a function f (ti), where:
∆T (ti) = f (ti) + ǫ (ti) , (3.4)
and:




The goal of estimating the coefficients x0, y0, and D, will be to minimize the value of





|∆T (ti)− f (ti)|2 . (3.6)









































which reduces the error calculation
ǫ = ‖∆T− f‖2. (3.8)






































The calculation in Equation 3.10 may be carried out on even large sized sections of data
with relative ease using a vector-based arithmetic software such as Matlab. For any length
N of the vector ∆T , the value of P TP will always be a 3 × 3 matrix, because P is three
columns wide. Therefore, only a 3× 3 matrix must be inverted, regardless of the amount of
data.
3.2.2 Allan Variance
In Equation 3.2 which models the time error, the final term ǫ (t) represents a non-
deterministic component. In practice, this value consists of a stochastic timing “noise.”
It is of interest to characterize this noise, because different processes will result in it having
different characteristics. One tool for characterizing noise in the time or frequency domain
is the Allan variance.
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While Equation 3.2 aims to describe the time-dependent sources of timing error, it is also
necessary to further characterize the non-deterministic noise component of ∆T . The Allan
variance quantifies the stochastic properties of an oscillators’ output over given intervals of
time. The notation of Allan Variance on a set of data is σ2y(τ). The value τ is the time
interval over which stability of the signal is compared. Thus, the operation σ2y(1s) on a set
of timing data is a measure of the oscillator’s stability over one second intervals.
The first step in the calculation of a standard Allan Variance is depicted in Figure 3.3(a).
The green curve here represents data which describe the shift in time (∆T ) between two sys-
tems. In this case, the data represent the timing shift between a channel sounder transmitter
and receiver, where both units share a single rubidium clock. The experimental interval of
100 seconds is divided into segments of length τ . Here, 10 segments of τ = 10 s are chosen.
Finally, the shift in time over the interval τ is calculated, and denoted here as ∆T (τ, i). These
time shifts are depicted in red, and form the basis for the calculation of Allan Variance.
By observing the time shifts represented by the red bars in Figure 3.3(a), both positive
and negative shifts may be seen, and these shifts can vary greatly in magnitude. The Allan
Variance describes the variance seen in these time shifts, calculated over time intervals of
length τ . To demonstrate the effect of changing the time interval, a plot of the same data,
with overlaid time shifts for τ = 5 s is shown in Figure 3.3(b). Here, a different set of shifts is
seen. The Allan Variance of this signal at τ = 5 s would be different from the Allan variance
of the same signal at τ = 10 s.
From the two plots, it is clear that changing the value of τ will affect the lengths of
the red bars representing ∆T (τ, i). It will be possible to choose some values of τ with wide
variations in ∆T (τ, i), and other values with small variations. This effect is illustrated in
Figure 3.4: the magnitudes of the red bars in Figure 3.3(a) and Figure 3.3(b) are represented
as the distance of black dots from the X axis. Values of τ from 2 to 20 seconds were chosen,
such that the effect of different values of τ on the distribution of ∆T (τ, i) may be seen. Note
that for higher values of τ , fewer time segments can be selected within a given set of data,
20


















Example Calculation of Allan Variance:  = 10 s
Single Clock
Time Intervals, length = 
Time Drift over Interval ( T( , i))
(a) Example calculation of Allan variance, τ = 10 s.


















Example Calculation of Allan Variance:  = 5 s
Single Clock
Time Intervals, length = 
Time Drift over Interval ( T( , i))
(b) Example calculation of Allan variance, τ = 5 s.
Figure 3.3: Graphical depictions of the calculation of a non-overlapping Allan Variance. The
green curves represent the values of time errors ∆Ti, which change in time. Black dashed
lines are periods of length τ . Red vertical lines represent the amount of time shift (∆T (τ, i))
occurring over the time interval
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and thus fewer points may be plotted. Generally, values of τ are chosen to be no greater
than 30% of the total length of the experiment for the calculation of Allan variances.




















Example Calculation of Allan Variance, Plotting of  T( , i)
Figure 3.4: Example of values of ∆T (τ, i) for the data presented in Figure 3.3(a) and Fig-
ure 3.3(b). Values of τ are chosen from 2 to 20 seconds, spaced by 2 seconds. For each value,
time shifts are plotted as black dots.
The final step in calculating Allan Variance, is to determine the statistical variance of
the ∆T (τ, i) values for each value of τ . Variance is a measure of how far a random variable,






(xi − µ)2 , (3.11)
where µ represents the mean value of X. The values for the variances of the ∆T (τ, i) values
plotted in Figure 3.4 are plotted against τ in Figure 3.5, with variance on the Y axis, and τ
on the horizontal. This plot demonstrates the effect of changing values of τ on the variance
in ∆T (τ, i).
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Generally, Allan Variance is applied to measurements which collect many data points
over long time intervals. In the channel sounder timing experiments, data is collected at
rates up to 200 MHz, allowing for τ values as low as 5 ns. These experiments may last as
long as 13 minutes. Due to this difference, a logarithmic scale is typically chosen for the
horizontal (τ) plot axis. Additionally, because the Allan Variance σ2(τ) values cover many
orders of magnitude, a logarithmic scale is chosen for the Y axis as well. An example of the
data plotted in Figure 3.5, but with additional values of τ , is plotted on a log-log scale in
Figure 3.6. This is the traditional format for displaying Allan Variance data.








[xi+2 − 2xi+1 + xi] , (3.12)
where x represents a vector of values extracted from the full set of time data at intervals of
τ , and N is the length of the vector ~x [26]. While we typically calculate Allan Variance, it
is more common to express the result of the square-root of the Allan Variance, or the Allan
Deviation. This is because the Allan variance, σ2y (τ), will be in units of s
2, while the Allan
Deviation, σy (τ) is in the more natural unit of seconds.
The standard Allan Variance or Allan Deviation has some shortcomings. In particular,
the fact that the segmented regions of τ length do not overlap limits the number of points
for which a variance can be calculated. This effect is particularly apparent at high values
of τ , for which only a handful of segments may be constructed in a given time interval. To








(xi+2m − 2xi+m + xi)2 . (3.13)
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-23 Example Calculation of Allan Variance
Figure 3.5: Allan Variance calculation from data in Figure 3.4. Variances of ∆T (τ, i) are






















Example Calculation of Allan Variance
Figure 3.6: Allan Variance example, as plotted on a log-log scale.
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Here, x represents the full set of timing data, and m = τ/τ0, where τ0 is the smallest interval
between samples. This overlapping formula increases the number of degrees of freedom
for each calculation of variance, allowing more data points to be used for each calculation
of σ2(τ). The overlapping Allan variance provides the advantage of improved accuracy,
but is further improved by the modified Allan variance (Equation 3.14), which allows for
discrimination between white and flicker phase-modulation noise [25]:
Mod σ2y (τ) ≈
1








(xi+2m − 2xi+m + xi)
}2
. (3.14)
Because the Modified Allan Variance requires the calculation of two nested summations,
it requires significant computing time. One method which was applied to reduce the number
of calculations required, is the use of logarithmically spaced values of τ . For example, setting
τ = [10−4, 10−3, 10−2, 10−1] s produces evenly spaced points when plotted on a logarithmic
scale, and greatly reduces the computation time. Additionally, the Modified Allan Variance
formula was modified to increase efficiency when calculated with vector based programs such
as Matlab:
Mod σ2x (τ) ≈
1




















A more natural way to present results from Allan variance and associated formulas, is
the Allan deviation (or overlapping Allan deviation, modified Allan deviation, etc.). This
change produces units in units of seconds, instead of s2. The majority of the time variance
results presented in this document will be Modified Allan Deviation (Equation 3.16) results,
plotted in a log-log format.
Mod σy (τ) =
√
Mod σ2y (τ). (3.16)
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Finally, a modification which allows the Modified Allan Variance to produce useful quan-
titative information, is the time Allan variance, or its square root, the time Allan deviation






Mod σy (τ) . (3.17)
This modification shifts the slope and magnitude of the plotted σx(τ) lines.
Allan Variance results provide useful quantitative information regarding the stability of a
clock or oscillator. More importantly, they provide qualitative information about the nature
of an oscillator’s stability. The type of noise which dominates at a given time-scale may be
determined by slope of the line in a plot of Mod σ(τ) against τ . A summary of these slopes
is listed below in Table 3.1 [26].














An important result of this capability of the Modified Allan Variance to discriminate
forms of noise is the fact that the time-scale may be determined where linear drift begins to
dominate relative to timing noise. At short time scales, where noise dominates, statistical
methods will be the best tools to describe system timing. At long scales, beyond the point




To study the effects of timing configuration on channel sounding measurements, the
correlation-based channel sounder was configured with the transmitter attached directly
to the receiver by a short length of high-quality coaxial cable. This is also known as a
“conducted” measurement, where any effects of a free-space channel are eliminated. The
goal of the setup was to eliminate any external sources of noise.
Three configurations of system timing, as discussed in Section 1.1, were measured. In
the untethered configuration, no timing connection is made between the transmit and re-
ceive units and each are driven independently by separate rubidium clocks. In the tethered
configuration, a coaxial tether cable synchronizes the rubidium clocks of the transmit and
receive units by means of a 1 PPS signal. Finally, the single clock configuration uses only a
single rubidium clock, which drives both the transmit and receive units.
The goal of the experimental measurements is to compare the quality of timing achieved
when each of these timing configurations is used. Because channel sounding may make use of
high-bandwidth signals, but may also require measurements over the course of many minutes
or hours, experiments must encompass a wide variety of time-scales. Initially, a software
designed for channel sounding was used, which delivered timing information over long spans
of time (>1 sec), but lacked in short-term information. These data were supplemented by
data collected with a new LabView software, which was able to collect continuous data at
high bandwidths, and allowed for the collection of data regarding short-term (5ns to 20s)
variations in system timing.
3.3.1 Experimental methodology
Due to the complexity of the timing and distribution hardware, a number of variables
may interfere with system timing. A major independent variable is the configuration of the
system timing: tethered, untethered, or single-clock. The rubidium clocks are also affected
by how long the PPS tether cable has been connected. Finally, the transmitters and receivers
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may introduce their own uncertainties into the measurements.
Due to the long data-collection times required for some experiments, it was not possible to
follow a strict schedule of measurements. However, measures were put in place to ensure that
the systems were given time to synchronize and warm-up where required. When clocks were
placed into the tethered configuration, the clocks were then allowed to synchronize for at least
72 hours before any measurements. This is because previous channel sounding measurements
using this same equipment followed this procedure [23]. When any configuration change was
made to the timing, a period of at least one hour was allowed for the timing modules to
synchronize with the rubidium clock. Prior to beginning measurements, the transmitter was
switched on for at least 30 minutes to warm up the RF hardware.
For any given clock configuration, a common procedure was followed. After connecting
the clocks in the configuration, and allowing any necessary delay for synchronization to
occur, the transmitter was switched on and allowed to remain so for at least 30 minutes. For
each configuration, three sets of measurements were taken: 40 measurements at a 1 MHz
sample rate for 100 seconds, 40 measurements at a rate of 2.008 Hz for 249 seconds, and
40 measurements at a rate of one per 1.637 seconds for 13.6 minutes. Results were stored
in a .tdms file format, and transferred from the channel sounder computer for processing in
Matlab.
Outputs from the 5646R receiver are accumulated in the computer hardware of the Na-
tional Instruments PXIe rack. From here, they are transferred to a Matlab equipped PC for
post processing, which includes the time error equation (Equation 3.2) and modified Allan
deviation (Equation 3.16) calculations described previously.
3.4 Results and discussion
When the presence of timing error (∆T ) was first noticed, we evaluated plots of timing
qualitatively, as described in Section 3.4.1. The apparent presence of trends in the data
motivated analysis of long-term behavior of ∆T , as described in Section 3.4.2. Finally, the
presence and characteristics of timing noise were investigated, as demonstrated in Section
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3.4.4.
3.4.1 Initial observations of timing drift.
The 5646R receiver module outputs raw received data in the form of I and Q values,
which may be plotted in the complex plane as an IQ plot. An example of such a plot is
shown in Figure 3.7 for two types of experiments: an untethered system, and a system
operating on a single clock. Both signals share the same amplitude (0 dBm transmitted),
as seen by the radius of the plotted arcs, and a carrier frequency of 2.25 GHz was used for
both signals. From this plot, a qualitative assessment of system timing can be made: the
system operating on a single clock forms a far smaller arc than the system operating on two
untethered clocks. At 2.25 GHz, one complete rotation around the arc represents 444 ps of
timing drift.














IQ Plot of Received Signals
Untethered
Single Clock
Figure 3.7: Example of IQ data from received signals at 2.25 GHz. As system timing drifts,
IQ points move around an arc. One complete rotation on this figure represents 444 ps of
time drift.
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While the IQ plot allows a qualitative comparison of timing quality, it does not provide
any information about statistics or trends present in the timing drift. Instead, the complex
IQ values are converted to timing offset values as shown in Equation 3.10. The system timing
may then be expressed values of ∆Ti for timepoints ti.
In the experimental measurements, many acquisitions were performed with each config-
uration in order to perform statistical analyses on the results. To visualize these results,
data for individual clock configurations are plotted separately, with timing data from 40
acquisitions shown in each figure.
In Figure 3.8, an example of this data may be seen. In this case, the lines represent tim-
ing offsets for a channel sounder in the “single-clock” configuration, where both receiver and
transmitter are driven by one rubidium clock. To more easily differentiate the 40 experimen-
tal data acquisitions shown, a variety of colors are used. By following a line of a particular
color, it is possible to estimate the maximum timing error within a given interval. With few
exceptions, the majority of the results stay within ±5ps of the mean value. Additionally,
no significant long-term drift can be seen over the 100 second experimental interval. This
observation will be evaluated quantitatively in following sections.
We may compare the data for a single clock, as seen in Figure 3.8, with similar data for a
channel sounder with two tethered clocks, as plotted in Figure 3.9. The immediately apparent
feature of this plot is the fact that the timing error has a much larger range, covering nearly
±500 ps. By following individual lines, swings of 100 ps or more are regularly observed, as
compared to swings of only a few picoseconds seen in the single clock data. While significant
variations are observed, it is not possible from this plot to discern any particular long-term
trend.
Finally, we may compare the data for a system with two untethered clocks, plotted in
Figure 3.10. From an initial comparison to the previous charts, it is most similar to the
Figure 3.9 plot of a system with tethered clocks. The time deviation is at a similar order of
magnitude, and individual lines appear to have similarities in the frequency and amplitude
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Figure 3.8: Timing offset data for a channel-sounder system using a single rubidium clock.
To allow easier differentiation of the plot lines, multiple colors are used.
Figure 3.9: Timing error for 40 data acquisitions using rubidium clocks tethered by a PPS
synchronization link.
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of their noise. However, from a cursory qualitative observation, it is possible to observe a
long-term, downward trend in the timing offset (∆Ti) values. Considering the possibility
that the two rubidium clocks have two slightly differing frequencies that they will naturally
operate at, absent a syntonization link, it makes sense that such a drift could be observed.
The nature of this long-term drift will be characterized in Section 3.4.2.
Figure 3.10: Timing drift data for a channel-sounder with two, untethered rubidium clocks.
The preceding plots cover a time span of 100 seconds, which is sufficient to observe the
presence of noise and trends in the timing data. This time-span corresponds to data collected
with the Lab View code described in Section 2.2.2. Data were also collected over longer time
periods, using code initially designed for channel sounding, as described in Section 2.2.1. In
this case, files contain 500 bursts of 8188 samples, where individual samples are acquired
at a rate of 50 MHz, and bursts are separated by 1.6376 seconds. This corresponds to a
sampling period of 13.6 minutes.
Figure 3.11 shows ∆T data for the single-clock configuration. This plot may be compared
to Figure 3.8, where a system of the same configuration was measured over periods of 100
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Figure 3.11: Timing error data collected over 13.6 minute periods using channel-sounding
software. When the single-clock timing configuration is used, noise appears well-bounded,
with no discernible long-term drift.
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seconds. Even over the longer period of 13.6 minutes, the observations from the shorter time
appear to hold up. Timing error is well-bounded throughout the sampling interval for all
acquisitions, and linear trends are not observed in the data. This result may be compared
with that of a system using two tethered clocks, as seen in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Timing error data for 13.6 minute intervals of observation for a system with
two clocks in a tethered configuration.
As compared to the 13.6 minute observations of a single-clock system shown in Fig-
ure 3.11, the measurements for a system with tethered clocks show a significant increase
in both noise and long-term drift. A feature that was unclear from the shorter term mea-
surements is that some sampling periods show a consistent positive trend in ∆T , while the
majority remain stable or follow a modest negative trend.
The final set of timing error data is of long-term trends within a system using two
untethered clocks, as illustrated in Figure 3.13. This is the configuration used during typical
channel sounding measurements, where the transmitter and receiver are separated by a
distance, and no cables are connected between them. Whereas tethered clocks provided a
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span of ∆T values of approximately 4 ns over the 13.6 minute period, the untethered clocks
drifted by nearly 10 ns. Moreover, all lines track very closely in slope, implying that a
consistent frequency offset exists between the two clocks.
From the plots of timing error, a number of characteristics may be qualitatively ob-
served for each of the system timing configurations. Individual experimental acquisitions,
represented by lines on the chart, show short-term shifts best described as noise. Addition-
ally, longer-term deterministic trends can be observed. These features will be quantitatively
compared in the following sections.
3.4.2 Quantification of long-term trends.
The quantification of long-term trends in timing was initially described in Section 3.2.1,
with the important result of Equation 3.2. The long-term trends in clocks may be summa-
rized by fitting a quadratic curve to the resulting timing data. For measured timing data, the
pseudoinverse method summarized in Equation 3.10 was applied to each data acquisition.
This operation is equivalent to fitting a quadratic curve to individual lines, such as those
shown in Figures 3.10-3.16.
Perhaps the most clear trend in the timing data was a linear drift, observed particularly
in the plots of timing error for an untethered system. This drift is represented by the y0
coefficient in Equation 3.2. To visualize the results of this calculation, data are presented in
the form of a histogram, where y0 values are placed on the horizontal axis, and the numbers
of occurrences of each value are measured by vertical bars. Values of y0 are unitless, and
represent frequency shifts in terms of Hz/Hz. Thus, a value of y0 = 10
−12 may imply that
a system with an ideal frequency of 1 GHz is actually operating at 1.001 GHz. Alternately,
measurements of y0 may be interpreted in units of seconds per second. In this case, a system
with y0 = 10
−12, operating for 100 seconds, would incur a time drift (∆T ) of 100 ps.
From the histograms of y0 shown in Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 the effects
of system configuration on frequency offset may be seen. For the single-clock configuration,
the syntonization error is small enough to not be discriminated by the width of the selected
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bins. When two, tethered clocks are used in the system, a broader range of syntonization
offsets may be seen, but their mean value still appears close to zero.
Finally, when clocks are in an untethered, free-running configuration, a range of effects
may be seen. In Figure 3.14, untethered runs are seen to have a slightly positive mean value
for y0. In Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, the value for y0 trends in the negative direction, an
effect which may be particularly observed for Run 2 (Figure 3.15), where the frequency offset
is observed between them of approximately 12× 10−12 Hz/Hz. The difference between these
runs is the length of time for which the clocks have been untethered: in Run 2, clocks were
disconnected for approximately 48 hours before measurements were taken. This compared
with a period of less than one day for runs 1 and 3.
Histograms for all runs, including those shown in this section, may be found in Appendix
E. Variations in y0 may be due to differences in experimental conditions, such as the length
of time that the clocks were left untethered. They may also result from long-term noise
processes, which are not apparent except for with very long measurements. These results
indicate that further study is warranted regarding the long-term behavior of this system.
Aside from the frequency drift, y0, the next observable long-term trend is clock aging,
defined previously as D. Aging describes physical processes which degrade hardware within
the oscillator over long periods of time. Measurements of D are important for applications
of oscillators such as navigation, where a device may be unattended and inaccessible for long
periods of time (months or years). In the case of these experiments, aging was only measured
over periods of 13.9 minutes.
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Figure 3.13: Timing error data over 13.6 minute intervals for channel sounders employing
two untethered clocks. Note the significant negative trend for values of ∆T .
Figure 3.14: Estimates of y0 for experimental run of 40 acquisitions. Run number 1.
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Figure 3.15: Estimates of y0 for experimental runs of 40 acquisitions. Run number 2.
Figure 3.16: Estimates of y0 for experimental run of 40 acquisitions. Run number 3.
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Figure 3.17: Estimates of D for experimental run of 40 acquisitions.
As shown in Figure 3.17, all measured values for aging were extremely small: less than
5 × 10−15 s−1. When a single clock is connected, these values appear to approach zero,
while when configurations of multiple clocks are connected, a spread of values are present.
Plots of D do not change significantly from run to run, and are collected in Appendix E.3
for comparison. Unlike the data in Figure 3.15, changing clock configurations does not
appear to cause D values to cluster around specific points. It is likely that for the periods
of observation, it is not possible to achieve reliable measurements for D, and the values
observed are simply an effect of other forms of noise.
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Figure 3.18: Estimated values for initial synchronization offset (x0)
The final timing error parameter is the initial synchronization error, x0 as depicted in
Figure 3.18. The synchronization error is a measure of absolute offset between the timing
of the transmitter and receiver. It is important that this value be minimized, or at least
bounded, as it is used in the calculation of time-of-arrival and power-delay-profiles. As shown
in Figure 3.18, the values of x0 vary both timing configurations employing two clocks. Only
the single-clock configuration affords a consistent value of x0. The distributions of x0 were
not seen to greatly change between runs. Plots of data for all runs are found in Appendix
E.1.
A summary of the timing error data is presented in Table 3.2. Of particular note is
the effectiveness of the PPS tether at reducing the values of y0 by two orders of magnitude
compared to the untethered configuration, and the further reduction of y0 by three orders
of magnitude when a single clock is used. Additionally, the reduction of standard deviation
values for x0 when the system is operated on a single clock is of importance for accurate
measurements of PDP and time-of-arrival. Tables similar to Table 3.2 for all runs may be
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Table 3.2: Properties of slopes on Mod σ-τ plots. Data from Run 2.
Coefficient:
x0 y0 D
Clock Configuration: (s) (s/s) (s−1)
Untethered −3.9742× 10−12 −1.2205× 10−11 −1.2205× 10−11
STD 2.0048× 10−10 1.0693× 10−12 1.0693× 10−12
Tethered 8.9182× 10−12 −1.4351× 10−13 −1.4351× 10−13
STD 1.5083× 10−10 1.4051× 10−12 1.4051× 10−12
Single Clock −1.2744× 10−10 −8.2891× 10−16 −8.2891× 10−16
STD 2.6337× 10−12 7.2722× 10−15 7.2722× 10−15
found in Appendix D.
A particular insight which may be made from this timing data is the effect of timing-drift
on time-domain measurements such as PDP. The correlation-based channel sounder makes
measurements at sampling rates (fs) up to 200 MHz, meaning PDP data has a resolution of 5
ns. In Table 3.2, the value of y0 for the untethered configuration is listed as −1.2205×10−11.






−1.2205× 10−11s× 200× 106Hz
= 409.6s.
Given that many channel sounding measurements can take an hour or more, this drift is
significant compared to the measurement resolution.
The timing error equation (Equation 3.2) provides an insight into the effects of different
timing configurations on the channel sounder system. While it was anticipated that better
timing characteristics would be seen with the introduction of a tether, or with the use of a
single clock, the data presented allow an understanding of the nature of these improvements.
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In particular, the values for y0 demonstrate that the two clocks used have a frequency
difference of about 1.2 × 10−11 Hz/Hz, which is corrected when the PPS tether cable is
connected. The differences between the tethered and single clock configurations lie largely
in the reduction of standard deviations of the measured values, implying that a statistical
noise process is at work. The goal of the next section is to characterize differences in this
noise.
3.4.3 Seven-day timing measurements
To futher understand the long-term effects of the three clock configurations, a set of
longer experiments was conducted. For these experiments, the channel sounder was set up
for one of the three timing configurations, and the timing drift was measured at 0.1 second
intervals. For the tethered and single-clock configurations, the timing was measured over the
course of 7 days. For the untethered configuration, the clocks were initially left tethered, and
the tether cable was disconnected after 22 hours, allowing 7 days and 2 hours of measurement
in the untethered configuration.
The results for these 7 day measurements are shown in Figure 3.19. As expected, the
single-clock configuration effectively holds timing over the duration of the measurement.
The tethered configuration is also able to maintain low values of ∆T , but some deviation
is visible. For the tethered configuration, low values of ∆T are maintained until the tether
cable is removed at 22 hours. At this point, the two clocks begin a readily apparent degree
of drift.
A closer view of these results is shown in Figure 3.20. In this plot, the point where the
PPS tether cable is removed from the tethered configuration is highlighted. It is clear that the
clocks begin to drift apart almost immediately after the cable is disconnected. Additionally,
the effects of the PPS tether are visible in both the tethered configuration as well as the first
22 hours of the tethered configuration. The tether cable allows the two clocks to synchronize
by means of a PPS signal, which is used by the “slave” clock to adjust its timing. As the
slave clock continually adjust its timing in accordance with the incoming signal, it oscillates
42
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Figure 3.19: Timing error (∆T ) data for measurements of 7 day duration. The “unteth-
ered” line was initially in the tethered configuration, and after 22 hours the PPS cable was
disconnected.
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Figure 3.20: Closer view of time-point where PPS tether cable is disconnected for untethered
configuration.
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around a mean point, an effect described in the SRS rubidium clock reference manual as
“swimming.”[20] The time constant for this control is set in the rubidium clock’s firmware,
and defaults to 2.5 hours, which is consistent with the rate shown in Figure 3.20.

































Time Offset (  T) Vs Temperature, Single Clock
Single Clock  T
Temperature (°C)
Figure 3.21: View of single-clock configuration, seven day measurement. Temperature mea-
surements were started on the second day, and are overlaid on the plot.
The plot may be further enlarged to show the variations in the timing of the single-clock
configuration. This result is plotted in Figure 3.21, and the graph is overlaid with a plot
of air-temperature next to the channel sounder. In the single-clock configuration, overall
timing drift is very small—around 20 ps over a week. The temperature data suggests that
much of this drift is temperature dependant.
Similar plots to Figure 3.21 are shown for the tethered and untethered configurations.
For the tethered configuration, the plot is shown in Figure 3.22. In this plot, the maximum
time offsets are over 1000 times greater than those for the single-clock configuration—on
the order of 25 ns over a week. The changes in temperature which affected the single-clock
system on the sub-nanosecond level do not appear to affect these larger timing changes.
Similarly, the significant drift of the untethered configuration, shown in Figure 3.23, does
not appear to be affected by changes in temperature.
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Time Offset (  T) Vs Temperature, Tethered
Tethered  T
Temperature (°C)
Figure 3.22: Tethered configuration measurements with temperature overlaid.





































Time Offset (  T) Vs Temperature, Untethered
Untethered  T
Temperature (°C)
Figure 3.23: Unethered configuration measurements with temperature overlaid.
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Table 3.3: Time error estimates for seven-day measurements.
Coefficient:
x0 y0 D
Clock Configuration: (s) (s/s) (s−1)
Untethered −5.9434× 10−9 −2.1197× 10−12 −6.1631× 10−19
Tethered 9.9769× 10−9 3.8793× 10−15 −3.6021× 10−21
Single Clock 1.1838× 10−10 3.5571× 10−17 −2.7688× 10−23
Quantitative results based on the plotted data are presented in Table 3.3. Estimates
for the “untethered” row were calculated using only the portion of the experiment where
the rubidium clocks were actually disconnected, excluding the 22 hours that they were left
in the tethered configuration. The results here are in agreement with those presented in
Section 3.4.2: the untethered configuration has the largest value of |y0|, followed by the
tethered configuration and single-clock. Even over the time-periods studied, the values of
|D| were very small: less than 1018 in all cases, but it is important to remember that this is
a second-order term, and even small values can carry an influence.
It is possible to make use of these results to perform a post-hoc correction of measured
data. If the estimates in Table 3.3 hold true for normal experimental time-frames, factors
such as frequency offset and clock aging may be subtracted from the data. To demonstrate
this process, a best-fit line based on the coefficients in the “Untethered” row of Table 3.3 is
plotted alongside the ∆T values for the untethered configuration, as shown in Figure 3.24.
This least-squares line fits the data with an r2 value of 0.9973, indicating a good degree of
fit.
By subtracting the fit line from the original untethered ∆T data, residual values may
be obtained which represent factors not accounted for by the second order model, including
timing noise. These values are plotted alongside the unmodified results for the tethered
and single-clock configurations, a seen in Figure 3.25. In comparison to the drift of the
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Figure 3.24: Measurement of timing drift in untethered configuration with least-squares fit
overlaid.
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of residual data from untethered configuration with ∆T values for
tethered and single-clock configurations
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untethered configuration seen in Figure 3.19, this “corrected” line is centered on ∆T = 0,
and does not deviate by more than 50 ns in either direction, as compared to the more than
1 µs drift observed without the correction.
While removing frequency offset and clock aging to produce the line shown in Figure 3.25
still does not reduce errors to the levels of the tethered or single-clock configurations, it is
a significant improvement compared to the uncorrected untethered data. The corrections
performed to create this graph may be performed on timing information used in the post-
processing of channel sounding data, allowing the correction of measurements taken while the
clocks are untethered. This represents a possible method for providing additional accuracy
to untethered channel sounding measurement data.
3.4.4 Quantification of timing noise
In the previous section, three types of timing errors were discussed: synchronization error,
syntonization error, and clock aging. These three characteristics affect the clock consistently
over time, and their effect over a time period may be estimated by simply knowing the length
of the time period. If these forms of error were the only effects present, Equation 3.2 could
be used to perfectly model the system, and the standard deviations reported in Table 3.2
would be negligible. As this is not the case, another tool is required to effectively describe
the system.
Timing noise may result from myriad processes, and manifest in a variety of forms.
Thermal noise in a system may result in white noise, a stationary process. Other processes,
such as errors in the phase-locked loops which calibrate oscillators within the rubidium
clocks, may produce different types of noise, characterized as random-walk or flicker. The
Allan Variance and its derivative mathematical tools, as described in Section 3.2.2, provide
the means to characterize noise which is not Gaussian in nature.
An example of the results from Modified Allan Deviation calculations is plotted below in
Figure 3.26. Data from 40 data acquisitions at a frequency of 2.25 GHz for each of the three
different clock configurations are shown. This graph may be analyzed using the information
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in Table 3.1, whereby forms of noise may be categorized by the slope of their Allan Deviation
line. For example, consider the blue line representing the single-clock configuration. At short
time-scales, white phase- and frequency-modulation noise predominates, up until a period
of approximately 200 ms, at which point flicker and random-walk noise take over. These


































Modified Allan Deviation, Single Clock, Run 2
Figure 3.26: Plot of Modified Allan Deviation for channel sounder in single-clock configura-
tion. Data samples were taken for 100 second intervals, allowing τ values of up to 25 seconds
to be displayed. In this plot, 40 separate acquisitions are shown.
Because there are many lines within each set of data, it is convenient to make use of confi-
dence intervals to simplify the graphs. The data from Figure 3.26 are plotted in Figure 3.27.
In this plot, the mean values of Allan Deviation are depicted as solid lines, and the 99.5%
confidence intervals are represented by error bars. These error bars indicate that, under the
assumption that the data have a Gaussian distribution, there is a 99.5% probability that a






































Figure 3.27: Data for three clock configurations plotted with 99.5% confidence intervals
shown by error bars. Note that confidence intervals widen as τ increases.
By studying Figure 3.27, initial differences between the timing configurations can be
discerned. The most apparent difference is the strong upward shift seen by the tethered
and untethered configurations relative to the single-clock configuration starting at around
τ = 60ms. The upward slope of the lines for the tethered and untethered configurations
indicates a predominance of frequency-drift and random-walk noise at these time scales. Such
upward “bumps” are characteristic of a servo or phase locked loop process [27]. These occur in
multiple places in our system, including within the rubidium clock, where a quartz oscillator
is continuously calibrated against a narrow bandwidth rubidium frequency standard.
The data depicted in Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27 were taken using the software described
in Section 2.2.2, which was designed to take continuous data over short durations. By making
use of the channel sounding software, described in Section 2.2.1, data taken in bursts over
longer durations may be acquired. These allow Allan Deviation to be calculated over larger
values of τ , but do not provide data for low values of τ . By overlaying data taken at short
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and long durations, a more complete picture of the Allan Deviation may be sketched. These



































(a) Estimates of modified Allan deviation (Mod σx)



































(b) Estimates of modified Allan deviation (Mod σx)































(c) Estimates of modified Allan deviation (Mod σx)































(d) Estimates of modified Allan deviation (Mod σx)
for “Run 4” (Table C.14)
Figure 3.28: Plots of modified Allan deviation for four experimental runs
The longer data set allows for several important observations. First, the Allan Deviation
for all clock configurations appear to decrease after reaching a local maximum value at
τ ≈ 30s. Typical values for Allan Deviation tend to follow a specific pattern: they decrease,
reach a minimum, and then increase [26]. In terms of timing noise, this means that over
short time periods, white noise dominates, after which flicker noise, random-walk noise, and
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ultimately frequency drift noise take over. It is unusual to see forms of white noise occur
at time frames longer than when random-walk and frequency drift occurred, except that
the global minimum of the Allan deviation may not have yet been observed. In order to















































































































(d) Estimates of TDEV for “Run 4” (Table C.14)
Figure 3.29: Plots of time Allan deviation (TDEV) for four experimental runs
One difference which stands out in the plots of Allan deviation is the different shape of
the line for the single-clock configuration between separate runs. Compared to the tethered
and untethered configurations, the single-clock configuration has comparatively little timing
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noise, so small changes may be more apparent in the plots of Allan deviation. In particular,
we have demonstrated that temperature has an influence on timing offset in the single-clock
configuration (Figure 3.21). Given that the runs were separated by periods of more than
several days, it is possible that temperature or similar environmental effects influenced the
system, but this influence was not apparent in the higher noise-levels of the tethered and
untethered configurations.
The data may be displayed in a different manner: the Time Allan Deviation (TDEV),
which shifts the slope of the Modified Allan Deviation plot. Plotted data are shown in
Figure 3.29 (a-d). In comparison with the results for modified Allan deviation (Figure 3.28),
these charts are shifted in slope, and certain features such as the “bump” in the single-
clock deviation near τ = 8 s are more visible. Indeed, the TDEV is noted for its use in
characterizing “the time error of a time source (clock) or distribution system” [26].
3.4.5 Alternate tether cable
To test whether the choice of PPS tether cable has an influence on the quality of the
system timing in the tethered configuration, two cables were compared with regard to the
Allan deviation of the system. The first cable, termed “old cable” was in typical use with
the channel sounder system. It is a 36 inch RG142 coaxial cable with BNC terminations.
The second “new cable” is a 36 inch coaxial test cable, rated for 26.5 GHz, with SMA
terminations and BNC(m)—SMA(f) adapters. Both cables are shown in Figure 1.2: the
RG142 cable is in a gold color, while the test cable is black.
Measurements were taken at 2.25 GHz using the channel sounder code configured for short
duration runs (see Table C.8 for measurement conditions). The modified Allan deviation























Modified Allan Deviation: Tethered (99.5% CI)
Old Cable
New Cable
Figure 3.30: Impact of PPS tether cable on modified Allan deviation of tethered configura-
tion.
3.4.6 Impact of rubidium clock on single clock measurements
Typically for single-clock measurements, the rubidium clock normally associated with
the receiver is connected to both units. To determine the effect of the rubidium clock on
the modified Allan deviation of the channel sounder during single clock measurements, both
clocks were tested. For all other single clock measurements in this document, the receiver’s
clock (“RX Clock”) was connected to both the transmitter and receiver. In this test, the
“RX Clock” was tested, as well as the transmitter’s “TX Clock.” Test conditions for this
experiment are summarized in Table C.9 .
The experimental data are plotted in Figure 3.31. In this plot, an area of difference may
be seen between the two sets of modified Allan deviation data. After τ ≈ 8 s, the value of
the “TX Clock” is seen to be less than that of the “RX Clock.” This implies that there may
be a physical or calibration difference between the two clocks, and that the proper choice of
















Modified Allan Deviation: Single Clock
RX Clock
TX Clock
Figure 3.31: Impact of rubidium clock selection on modified Allan deviation of single clock
configuration.
3.5 Conclusions
Correlation-based channel sounders operate on the assumption that the transmitter and
receiver are operating on an identical timebase. For time-domain measurements such as
power-delay profile, a degradation in system timing may produce inconsistent results. Fur-
thermore, timing underpins the demodulation and signal-processing for channel sounding.
In both the transmitter and receiver, timing signals innervate the hardware, and time in-
formation is used in software post-processing. Therefore, offset, drift, and noise in timing
systems may produce erroneous results by numerous mechanisms.
The first set of results which were discussed involved long-term forms of timing error
such as frequency offset (y0) and clock aging (D). One important attribute of these long-
term trends is that they may be measured, characterized, and corrected for. For example,
clocks with a frequency offset may be adjusted to remove this offset, or data with a known
frequency offset may be corrected in post-processing.
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In contrast, timing noise presents a more difficult challenge. Noise does not have a
discernible long-term trend, and thus cannot be corrected in post-processing. Furthermore,
the type of timing noise observed in the channel sounder is not representative of a stationary
process: it has different values of variance at different time-scales. While it may be possible
to use these noise values to bound uncertainties, it is perhaps more useful to use the noise
measurements as a diagnostic tool. The selection of clocks, timing modules, and other
instrumentation may be the only way to minimize the impact of timing noise.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Models of the propagation of wireless signals in radio channels are a basic requirement
for the “design, simulation, and planning of wireless systems” [1]. In turn, channel sounding
measurements are one of a suite of tools for the generation of these channel models. The
development of current-generation cellular networks has been supported by channel models,
which were informed and verified using channel sounding measurements [28] [29]. Future
communications systems such as 5G networks, will move into new frequencies, and require
revised channel models backed by new channel sounding campaigns [30]. With this new
application area will come new demands on the accuracy of channel sounding data.
In this work, a correlation based channel sounder for 1-6 GHz was presented. Previous
studies with this equipment indicated a need for improved system timing. To improve
timing, a metric is needed to determine the cause of timing inaccuracies, and to quantify
improvements made to the system. Using the metrics of long-term timing error, the modified
Allan deviation and the time Allan deviation (TDEV), the primary contributor of timing
error in the system was seen to be the rubidium clocks.
As shown in Section 3.4.2, long-term drifts in the channel sounder timing can directly im-
pact the results of PDP and other time-domain measurements. Additionally, it was shown in
Section 3.4.4 that timing variations are time-scale dependant. It has been shown that phase-
noise has additional effects on channel-metrics derived from channel-sounding measurements
[31]. Improvements in timing are an important investment in overall system accuracy.
The measurements in this document were taken using a channel sounder capable of
sampling rates up to 200 MHz. To meet the demand for increased bandwidth at higher
frequencies, current channel sounding measurements are being made with sampling rates
up to 1 GHz [3]. These higher bandwidth measurements will place new demands on chan-
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nel sounder timing, and the metrics discussed here will be useful in ensuring that channel
sounders can produce accurate and repeatable results.
Previous works have eluded to the possibility of inaccuracies in rubidium clocks influ-
encing channel sounding measurements [3][17][18]. While these studies generally approxi-
mate clock inaccuracies as first-order drifts in timing, our findings demonstrate that both
second-order effects as well as noise are present. Additionally, we demonstrate that even a
second-order fit of timing drift leaves behind a significant contribution from timing noise, as
shown in Figure 3.25. As channel sounders transition to operation at higher frequency and
bandwidth, it will become necessary to consider these additional inaccuracies.
4.1 Future areas of study
This work in channel sounder timing uncertainty opens a number of avenues for future
research. All channel sounders require some form of timing synchronization to function.
In some, an LO or other oscillator signal is directly shared between the transmitter and
receiver, while in untethered channel sounders, accurate clocks must be utilized to effect
synchronization.
4.1.1 Restructuring the correlation based channel sounder
A goal of this project which has not yet been reached, is to improve the untethered
performance of the 1-6 GHz correlation based channel sounder used in this work. There are
two major targets for this improvement: correcting timing drift using a long-term model of
clock behavior, and reducing timing noise by taking advantage of high quality oven corrected
crystal oscillators (OCXO) which are already integrated into the channel sounder hardware.
For the first target, a model of timing drift and noise may be used to correct for timing
errors during post processing or in real-time. By testing equipment against accurate clocks
such as NIST’s time standards, correction data can be produced. These data may then be
used to bound and correct timing uncertainties.
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With the second target, the process by which the channel sounder synchronizes its timing
to attached rubidium clocks would be changed. Currently, the internal clocks are updated
nearly continuously based on inputs from the rubidium standards. By changing the timing
software, the rubidium clock would be used only to make long-term corrections to the channel
sounder’s internal oscillators, and the PXIe-6674’s internal OCXO oscillator would be the
primary 10 MHz source for frequency and phase reference.
4.1.2 Impact of timing uncertainty on correlative channel sounding results
As described in Appendix A, post-processing of correlative channel sounding data makes
an implicit assumption that the timebase of the transmitter and receiver is identical. Fur-
thermore, an assumption is made that no timing errors occur between the collection of
back-to-back calibration data and channel sounding measurements. The measurements de-
scribed in this work may serve as a basis for simulations or experimental measurements on
the effects of timing errors on the results of channel sounding measurements.
A previous work in this regard has produced simulated results by modeling the impact of
phase noise on channel sounding data [31]. In this work, an assumption was made that the
phase noise would be white and Gaussian in character. Future work guided by the results
presented herein may make use of more accurate models for phase noise.
4.2 Final comments
Channel sounders widely employ rubidium clocks for the purpose of synchronization and
syntonization between transmitters and receivers [3]. These devices have specified charac-
teristics with regard to timing noise and drift [20], and these timing effects can impact the
results of channel sounding measurements [31]. Presented in this document is a series of met-
rics by which the quality of a channel sounder’s timing and time-distribution systems may be
gauged using minimal additional instrumentation. These metrics may be employed to gauge
current quality of a channel sounder’s timing, or to quantify the effects of improvements
made to the system.
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Channel sounding measurements can be roughly generalized into three phases. First, a
signal with known qualities is transmitted via an antenna into an environment. Second, this
signal is received by an antenna and receiver and recorded in computer memory. Finally,
the data are processed to determine channel effects.
Simple schemes for channel sounding work by applying a continuous waves (CW) of single
frequency to the channel, or by applying a single broadband RF pulse to the channel. The
former technique has the drawback of requiring many measurements to study the channel
across a wide bandwidth. The latter method is problematic because it is difficult to produce
a single pulse with sufficient energy to provide an acceptable signal to noise ratio (SNR).
A compromise between these two methods is correlative channel sounding. In this
method, a signal is generated which is both broadband and of sufficient length to impinge
adequite energy into the channel. Typically, this is done by modulating a carrier frequency
using a phase-amplitude modulation (PAM) scheme with a pseudorandom noise (PN) bit
sequence. Bit sequences are chosen which have an autocorrelation that is very sharp with
few sidelobes.
An RF channel may be described by means of an impulse response, known in this case
as the channel impulse response (CIR). This represents the output of the channel when it is
subjected to an impulse, such as a Dirac Delta function. Given an input signal, y(t), and an





y (t− τ)h (t, τ) dτ (A.1)
In most channel sounding experiments, an assumption is made that the channel does not
vary during the time from the beginning of transmission of a given signal, to the end of its
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y (t− τ)h (τ) dτ (A.2)
Or:
z (t) = y (t) ∗ h (t) (A.3)
In a real-world channel sounding measurement, the exact response at the end of the
channel cannot be measured. Rather, the received signal is a function of the CIR, as well as
the responses of the receiver, transmitter, and other associated hardware. Thus, the received
signal z̆ (t) may be estimated from a transmitted signal y (t) as [19]:
z̆ (t) = y (t) ∗ htx (t) ∗Gtx (t) ∗ h (t) ∗Grx (t) ∗ hrx (t) (A.4)
Where htx and hrx represent transfer functions of the transmitter and receiver, respec-
tively, and Gtx and Grx represent the transfer functions of the transmitting and receiving
antennas. To account for the effects of the transmitter and receiver, a signal is transmit-
ted through a known environment, such as an attenuator. A reference signal, transmitted
through a characterized attenuator, would be measured at the receiver as [19]:
ref (t) = y (t) ∗ htx (t) ∗ atten (t) ∗ hrx (t) (A.5)
Where atten(t) is the response of the attenuator, as measured by another instrument such
as a vector network analyzer (VNA). From a measurement of ref (t) and z̆ (t) it is possible to
determine Gtx (t) ∗h (t) ∗Grx (t) by taking the Fourier transform of the two recorded signals,
and dividing them in the frequency domain [19]:
z̆ (f) = F [z̆ (t)] = y (f) htx (f) ·Gtx (f) · h (f) ·Grx (f) · hrx (f) (A.6)
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ref (f) = F [ref (t)] = y (f) · htx (f) · atten (f) · hrx (f) (A.7)
CIR (t) = F−1
[ F [z̆ (t)]
F [ref (t)] · atten (f)
]
(A.8)
Typical y(t) signals for correlative channel sounding are pseudo-random bit sequences,
modulated using phase-shift keying (PSK). Such sequences may be generated using tools
such as a linear-feedback shift register (LFSR), to create a signal with a single sharp peak
in its autocorrelation function, and low sidelobes.
As previously outlined, the analysis of channel sounding data relies on the assumption
that the channel is stable during a measurement. For short y(t) signals, it is easier to make
this argument, since the pulse should occupy a minimal amount of time. With correlative
channel sounding, a tradeoff is created. On one hand, longer PN sequences will direct more
energy into the channel and provide a higher SNR. However, longer sequences risk producing
inaccurate measurements, as the channel may change during the measurement.
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APPENDIX B
LABVIEW CODE FOR LONG-TERM SAMPLING
To collect IQ data samples at high sample rates over long periods, we developed a Lab-
VIEW code to run on the channel sounder receiver’s embedded computer. The embedded
computer and connected peripherals use a visual-interface block-diagram format to create
programs. The block-diagram of this code is depicted in Figure B.1.
In this program, variables are set including the carrier frequency, sample rate, and number
of samples to collect. The blocks numbered 1-7 initialize the VST receiver, and a .TDMS
output file is concurrently created. The gray box represents a “for” loop which executes
the collection of IQ samples from the VST receiver, and the recording of these samples to
a .TDMS file. Finally, the receiver object and output file are closed when the requested
number of samples have been collected.
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Figure B.1: Improved LabView code for collection of high data-rate samples from channel sounder receiver.
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA COLLECTION
Data were collected using either channel sounding software, or with specialized software
written for the purpose of measuring timing (for measurements with 10−6 s trigger period).
Experimental measurements were made using two signal sources: the channel sounder vector
signal transceiver (VST), or an external waveform generator (ESG). In this appendix, a
summary of data collection runs is presented.
Dates and descriptions of data collection runs are summarized in Table C.1. Individual
data collections are described in more detail in Tables A.2 - A.14.
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Table C.1: Summary of data collection runs.
Date Name Purpose Summary
May 07 Initial comparisons between timing configurations Table C.2
short duration runs, ESG signal source
May 09 Initial comparisons between timing configurations Table C.3
long duration runs, ESG signal source
May 11 Initial comparisons using channel sounder transmitter Table C.4
long duration runs, VST signal source
May 15 Initial comparisons using channel sounder transmitter Table C.5
short duration runs, VST signal source
May 16 Repeat collections at single-clock configuration Table C.6
short duration runs, VST signal source
May 17 Repeat collections at two-clock configurations Table C.7
short duration runs, VST signal source
May 21 Comparison of PPS tether cables Table C.8
short duration runs, VST signal source
May 22 Comparison of swapped Rb clocks (single-clock) Table C.9
short duration runs, VST signal source
Jun 13 Comparison of different carrier frequencies Table C.10
short duration runs, ESG signal source
Aug 8 Run 1 Final repeat data collections Table C.11
VST signal source
Aug 13 Run 2 Final repeat data collections Table C.12
VST signal source
Aug 27 Run 3 Final repeat data collections Table C.13
VST signal source
Sep 12 Run 4 Final repeat data collections Table C.14
VST signal source
Sep 24 7 Day Runs Continuous collection over 7 day periods Table C.15
VST signal source
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Table C.2: Data collected 05-07-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 2.25 0.16376 ESG Single Clock Yes
50 2.25 0.16376 ESG Tethered Yes
50 1 0.16376 ESG Tethered Yes
50 1 0.16376 ESG Single Clock Yes
Table C.3: Data collected 05-09-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 2.25 16.376 ESG Single Clock Yes Warm Up
50 2.25 16.376 ESG Single Clock Yes
50 2.25 16.376 ESG Tethered Yes
50 2.25 16.376 ESG Untethered Yes
50 2.25 16.376 ESG Tethered Yes
Table C.4: Data collected 05-11-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 2.25 16.376 VST Tethered Yes Warm Up
50 2.25 16.376 VST Tethered Yes
50 2.25 16.376 VST Single Clock Yes
Table C.5: Data collected 05-15-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 2.25 16.376 VST Single Clock Yes Warm Up
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes
50 1 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes
50 1 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes
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Table C.6: Data collected 05-16-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 1 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes Warm Up
50 3.35 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes
50 1 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes
50 1 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes
Table C.7: Data collected 05-17-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 1 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes Warm Up
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes
50 3.35 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes
50 3.35 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Untethered Yes
50 1 0.16376 VST Untethered Yes
50 1 16.376 VST Untethered Yes
Table C.8: Data collected 05-21-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes Warm Up
Cable 1
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes Cable 1
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes Warm Up
Cable 2
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes Cable 2
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Table C.9: Data collected 05-22-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes Warm Up
Swapped
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes Warm Up
Swapped
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Tethered Yes
Swapped
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes Warm Up
Swapped
50 2.25 0.16376 VST Single Clock Yes
Swapped
Table C.10: Data collected 06-13-18.
Sample Frequency Trigger Signal Timing Burst Notes
Rate Period Source Configuration Collection
(MHz) (GHz) (s)
50 2.50 0.16376 ESG Single Clock Yes Warm Up
50 2.50 0.16376 ESG Single Clock Yes
50 2.60 0.16376 ESG Single Clock Yes
50 2.70 0.16376 ESG Single Clock Yes
50 2.80 0.16376 ESG Single Clock Yes
50 2.90 0.16376 ESG Single Clock Yes
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Table C.11: Data collected 08-08-18 — 08-09-18 (Run 1). Carrier frequency 2.25 GHz.
Samples with 1.6376 s trigger period collected at 50 MHz sample rate, samples with 10−6 s
sample period collected at 1 MHz sample rate.
Date Trigger Timing Burst
Period Configuration Collection
(s)
Aug 8 1.6376 Tethered Yes
Aug 8 10−6 Tethered No
Aug 9 1.6376 Single clock Yes
Aug 9 10−6 Single clock No
Aug 9 1.6376 Untethered Yes
Aug 9 10−6 Untethered No
Table C.12: Data collected 08-14-18 — 08-21-18 (Run 2). Carrier frequency 2.25 GHz.
Samples with 1.6376 s and 0.16376 s trigger periods collected at 50 MHz sample rate, samples
with 10−6 s sample period collected at 1 MHz sample rate.
Date Trigger Timing Burst
Period Configuration Collection
(s)
Aug 14 10−6 Single-clock No
Aug 14 1.6376 Single-clock Yes
Aug 15 0.16376 Single-clock Yes
Aug 15 10−6 Untethered No
Aug 16 1.6376 Untethered Yes
Aug 17 0.16376 Untethered Yes
Aug 20 10−6 Tethered No
Aug 20 1.6376 Tethered Yes
Aug 21 0.16376 Tethered Yes
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Table C.13: Data collected 08-28-18 — 9-11-18 (Run 3). Carrier frequency 2.25 GHz.
Samples with 1.6376 s and 0.16376 s trigger periods collected at 50 MHz sample rate, samples
with 10−6 s sample period collected at 1 MHz sample rate.
Date Trigger Timing Burst
Period Configuration Collection
(s)
Aug 28 1.6376 Tethered Yes
Aug 28 0.16376 Tethered Yes
Aug 28 10−6 Tethered No
Aug 29 10−6 Single clock No
Aug 29 0.16376 Single clock Yes
Aug 31 1.6376 Single clock Yes
Sep 10 1.6376 Untethered Yes
Sep 11 0.16376 Untethered Yes
Sep 11 10−6 Untethered No
Table C.14: Data collected 09-12-18 — 9-24-18 (Run 4). Carrier frequency 2.25 GHz.
Samples with 1.6376 s and 0.16376 s trigger periods collected at 50 MHz sample rate, samples
with 10−6 s sample period collected at 1 MHz sample rate.
Date Trigger Timing Burst
Period Configuration Collection
(s)
Sep 12 10−6 Single clock No
Sep 12 1.6376 Single clock Yes
Sep 14 0.16376 Single clock Yes
Sep 14 1.6376 Tethered Yes
Sep 17 0.16376 Tethered Yes
Sep 17 10−6 Tethered No
Sep 21 10−6 Untethered No
Sep 21 1.6376 Untethered Yes
Sep 24 0.16376 Untethered Yes
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Table C.15: Data collected 09-24-18 — 10-17-18 (7 day runs). Carrier frequency 2.25 GHz.
Samples with 0.1 s trigger periods collected at 1 MHz sample rate.
Date Trigger Timing Burst
Period Configuration Collection
(s)
Sep 24 0.1 Single clock Yes
Oct 2 0.1 Tethered Yes
Oct 19 0.1 Untethered Yes
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATED TIMING ERROR VALUES
Timing data for all runs were extracted and used to estimate coefficients for the timing-
error equation (3.2). These data is shown in tabular form in Table D.1, Table D.2, Table D.3
and Table D.4.
Table D.1: Properties of slopes on Mod σ-τ plots. Data from Run 1.
Coefficient:
x0 y0 D
Clock Configuration: (s) (s/s) (s−1)
Untethered −4.9436× 10−12 1.0359× 10−12 1.0359× 10−12
STD 2.2154× 10−10 9.0209× 10−13 9.0209× 10−13
Tethered −2.2422× 10−11 1.0302× 10−12 1.0302× 10−12
STD 1.9042× 10−10 1.3051× 10−12 1.3051× 10−12
Single Clock −1.1793× 10−10 2.6681× 10−15 2.6681× 10−15
STD 1.8666× 10−12 8.3789× 10−15 8.3789× 10−15
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Table D.2: Properties of slopes on Mod σ-τ plots. Data from Run 2.
Coefficient:
x0 y0 D
Clock Configuration: (s) (s/s) (s−1)
Untethered −3.9742× 10−12 −1.2205× 10−11 −1.2205× 10−11
STD 2.0048× 10−10 1.0693× 10−12 1.0693× 10−12
Tethered 8.9182× 10−12 −1.4351× 10−13 −1.4351× 10−13
STD 1.5083× 10−10 1.4051× 10−12 1.4051× 10−12
Single Clock −1.2744× 10−10 −8.2891× 10−16 −8.2891× 10−16
STD 2.6337× 10−12 7.2722× 10−15 7.2722× 10−15
Table D.3: Properties of slopes on Mod σ-τ plots. Data from Run 3.
Coefficient:
x0 y0 D
Clock Configuration: (s) (s/s) (s−1)
Untethered −4.8596× 10−11 −2.2116× 10−12 −2.2116× 10−12
STD 1.4833× 10−10 1.1685× 10−12 1.1685× 10−12
Tethered 1.3978× 10−11 2.3933× 10−13 2.3933× 10−13
STD 1.7738× 10−10 1.7838× 10−12 1.7838× 10−12
Single Clock 1.1523× 10−10 −1.9825× 10−18 −1.9825× 10−18
STD 8.6219× 10−13 1.8196× 10−15 1.8196× 10−15
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Table D.4: Properties of slopes on Mod σ-τ plots. Data from Run 4.
Coefficient:
x0 y0 D
Clock Configuration: (s) (s/s) (s−1)
Untethered −1.1321× 10−11 1.2449× 10−12 1.2449× 10−12
STD 1.5863× 10−10 1.8895× 10−12 1.8895× 10−12
Tethered 1.5908× 10−11 −5.5222× 10−14 −5.5222× 10−14
STD 1.6204× 10−10 2.2281× 10−12 2.2281× 10−12
Single Clock −1.1828× 10−10 1.3076× 10−17 1.3076× 10−17
STD 5.9796× 10−13 1.0198× 10−15 1.0198× 10−15
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APPENDIX E
HISTOGRAMS FOR CLOCK PROPERTIES
Long-term clock properties are calculated by fitting timing data to a quadratic function
(3.2) as described in Section 3.2.1. Results from this curve fitting may be depicted graphically
in the form of histograms, as presented in the following sections.
E.1 Synchronization offset (x0)
Curve-fitting data for synchronization offset (x0), calculated for four experimental runs
shown in Figure E.1 (a-d).
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(a) Synchronization offset (x0) results for “Run 1” (Ta-
ble C.11)
(b) Synchronization offset (x0) results for “Run 2” (Ta-
ble C.12)
(c) Synchronization offset (x0) results for “Run 3” (Ta-
ble C.13)
(d) Synchronization offset (x0) results for “Run 4” (Ta-
ble C.14)
Figure E.1: Histograms for synchronization offset (x0) calculations for four experimental
runs.
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E.2 Frequency offset (y0)
Curve-fitting data for frequency offset (y0), calculated for four experimental runs shown
in Figure E.2 (a-d).
(a) Frequency offset (y0) results for “Run 1” (Ta-
ble C.11)
(b) Frequency offset (y0) results for “Run 2” (Ta-
ble C.12)
(c) Frequency offset (y0) results for “Run 3” (Ta-
ble C.13)
(d) Frequency offset (y0) results for “Run 4” (Ta-
ble C.14)
Figure E.2: Histograms for frequency offset (y0) calculations for four experimental runs.
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E.3 Clock aging (D)
Curve-fitting data for clock aging (D), calculated for four experimental runs, shown in
Figure E.3 (a-d).
(a) Clock aging (D) results for “Run 1” (Table C.11) (b) Clock aging (D) results for “Run 2” (Table C.12)
(c) Clock aging (D) results for “Run 3” (Table C.13) (d) Clock aging (D) results for “Run 4” (Table C.14)
Figure E.3: Histograms for clock drift (D) calculations for four experimental runs.
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